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Additional Reliability Risks and Drivers
● Yes we should study additional drivers of reliability risk, such as
cold snaps, loss of a major pipeline, cyber attack, etc.
● Yes we should identify actions to protect against and mitigate
impacts of such events (as we did following the polar vortex)
● Yes we should fine-tune capacity accreditation of all types of
resources to accurately reflect contributions to resource adequacy
● But how should such additional risks be reflected in the capacity
needs for RPM?
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Lets Back Up: Why Do We Have the Capacity Market
and What is it Supposed to Be Doing??
● Ideally, we would just balance supply and demand through prices in
energy and ancillary services markets, as for all other commodities
● But the demand side is not very active, price caps; concerns about
“missing money,” inadequate incentives to build capacity
● So, we have a capacity market
– Ideally, it would achieve economically optimal reserve margins in all seasons
and zones, balancing marginal cost and marginal benefit
– Instead, we have “1 day in 10 years”, which provides one or two orders of
magnitude more delivered reliability than do distributions systems1

– And our approach to calculating 1-in-10 reserve margins makes very
conservative assumptions (so its not really 1-in-10); see KWA3 comments
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Should We Calculate Additional Bits of LOLE and Add
Them Into the Reserve Requirements Study (RRS)?
● Yes we should accurately assess additional risks. But:
– Requires assigning probabilities to very low probability events for
which there is little or no history (loss of pipeline, cyber attack, etc.)
– Done reasonably, the joint probabilities are likely very low; additional
LOLE may be in the noise of our simplified and conservative RRS

● And of course it makes no sense to add in some winter LOLE,
and have that drive an increase in summer requirements
through use of an annual criterion (1-in-10 or any other)
– Inconsistent with marginal benefit = marginal cost
– If the current approach provides an accepted level of summer resource
adequacy, that should be maintained; focus efforts and dollars on
mitigating new risks, not more RPM MW
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